ACT® WorkKeys® Curriculum helps people build the foundational skills employers demand in today's competitive business environment. It is the only curriculum built from the ground up to align with the ACT® WorkKeys® Assessments.

**Personalized:** Each course has a pre-course placement screener to suggest an appropriate starting point for each learner to begin working within the lessons.

**Intuitive:** Each course has distinct, but linked modules for skills in Levels 1-7.

**Effective:** Each course offers end-of-level quizzes to check for mastery of content at each level within the course.

**Interactive:** Each level module contains multiple topics, and most include opportunities for learners to practice skills via embedded, interactive components.
GRAPHIC LITERACY builds the ability to find, analyze and apply information presented in workplace graphics.

WORKPLACE DOCUMENTS builds the ability to understand and apply written information presented in the workplace.

APPLIED MATH builds the ability to apply mathematic principles to problems encountered in the workplace.

The Platform: The courses are delivered via a personalized, mobile-based learning management system. The platform delivers a meaningful learning experience and provides users with a customized study schedule and detailed instructional content.

Customizable, automatically adjusting study schedule providing users with a daily goal to keep on track.

Dynamic dashboards featuring Student Status charts and Strengths & Weaknesses gauges. Confidence-based self-evaluation give students ownership over their learning experience.

Lessons, practice, and quizzes are designed with:
- Interactive study tools
- Embedded interactives
- Modern user interface

Advanced, actionable data about their performance on practice questions and practice test questions over time.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ACT WORKKEYS CURRICULUM AND OUR EXPANDED COURSE OFFERINGS AT: act.org/workkeys-curriculum